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very reluctantly to receive Hitler—an interview without result;
he even got him formally presented to the President—equally
without result, though the presentation in a sense consecrated
Hitler's "arrival." But the ice was beginning to be broken. The
only two convinced democrats in the cabinet were Curtius and
Wirth; the Catholic trade-unionist Stegerwald was a Centrist
politician first. Curtius was already anxious to resign, Wirth not
unwilling. The latter viewed the growing hostility of the Socialists
to the Centrum with dismay; he was out of sympathy with
Bruening's conservatism and he had begun to have constitutional
doubts on government by decree. Only minor pressure was
needed to displace him. At Schleicher's suggestion the President
ordered Groener to take the vacant Ministry of the Interior in
addition to the Ministry of Defence and., rather reluctantly for
he was in ill-health, his old subordinate accepted.
That in Schleicher's view consolidated the cabinet and made
it a readier instrument to his hand. For once he was completely
deceived by two less subtle men. He completely misjudged the
sincerity of their dislike of National Socialism. Neither was in
any mood to truckle to Hitler. It had been Groener who had
insisted on the Ulm subalterns going to trial despite the appeal
of ministry officials not to wash dirty linen in public and who
forced on them an enquiry into the attitude of still higher ranks.
Savagely attacked by the Right for interfering with "the patriotism
of young officers/5 and by the redoubtable Seeckt who was in
a state of genuine but frozen anger at the publicity given to
political dissensions in the Reichswehr, he defended himself with
unexpected vigour and was warmly supported by the chancellor.
To Schleicher's policy of reconciliation both men refused to listen.
They would deal with the Storm Troop problem in their fashion,
not his; they had definite evidence of sedition and they proposed
when the time was fitting to deal with it. By the end of the year
Schleicher had become almost convinced that a change was
necessary if his plan of yoking Hitler among the beasts of
burden of the privy council was to succeed. But he had still
a trump card to play; the President's term of office expired in
May 1932.

